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Abstract 

The photon statistics and, moreover, the density matrix (quantum state) of a single light mode can be sampled using 
homodyne detection. That is, the density matrix is computed by averaging a set of sampling functions with respect to 
the measured quadrature value:;. We develop a practical procedure for evaluating these functions. The algorithm is simple, 
stable, has small computer-memory requirements, and is fast enough for real-time data processing. (Interestingly, our 
method involves unnormalizable solutions of the stationary Schrijdinger equation. We develop the annihilation-and-creation 
formalism for these solutions ar d derive their semicIassica1 approximations.) We quantify the bin width required to determine 
the density matrix up to a maximal quantum number. FinalIy, we show how the statistical errors of the reconstructed density 
matrix can be determined from the measured data. 

1. ~nt~uetion 

Although photodetection is the very basis of 

quantum-optical measuremelts, it has not been pos- 
sible in the past to measure precisely the photon 
statistics of nonclassical optical fields. The reason is 

that conventional photodetectors cannot discriminate 

between counting exactly II or n + 1 photons for 
all photon numbers n. Photocathode-based detectors 
(photomultipliers [ 1 J and streak cameras [ 21) can 
distinguish between single protons for about IZ < 10, 
but have maximum quantum efficiencies in the range 
0. i-0.2. Avalanche photodic,des [ 3] operating in the 
Geiger mode are highly efficient but are saturated by 
a single photon. They produce a click or no click 
to indicate that photons are present or not, but they 

do not display how many of them are contained in a 

click. Photon-statistical distributions are measured by 
attenuating the signal if necessary and counting single 

photons within a given time window (time-correlated 
single photon counting [ 41) . Linear-response pho- 

todiodes have quantum efficiencies approaching 1 .O 

[ 51, but not the resolution of a single photon, because 
of thermal noise. Both high quantum efficiency and 

single-photon resolution are important for measuring 
photon statistics of nonclassical fields (for instance 
sub-Poissoni~ or squeezed light). 

Perhaps the ultimate method for measuring the pho- 
ton statistics is the use of balanced homodyne detec- 
tion [6--l 11 with a phase-randomized local oscillator, 
as was proposed and experimentally demonstrated by 
Munroe et al. [ 121. A balanced homodyne detector 
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optically interferes the signal field with a coherent lo- 
cal oscillator beam (LO) of the same frequency at 
a 50:50 beam splitter [ 61. The two emerging beams 

are detected by linear-response photodiodes and the 
photocurrents are subtracted to yield the quadrature 
amplitude x of the signal (in units of the shot-noise 
level). The measurement is repeated until a reliable 

statistical estimate is built up for the probability den- 

sity of the quadrature amplitudes x. The LO acts like 

an optical gate since it picks out a particular spatial- 

temporal mode of the signal field [ 7,111. This gate 

might be very localized in space and time and, more- 
over. its shape might be tailored [ 13,141 to allow for 

a detailed investigation of the quantum light field. The 

measured quadrature amplitudes x are associated with 

the quadrature operator .? = (2+Gt) /& for the mode 
selected by the LO. As usual ti denotes the annihila- 
tion operator of this mode. (Note that the scaling of 2 

varies in the literature.) The LO should be strong com- 
pared with the signal [ 81. Homodyne detection am- 

plifies coherently the scale of the signal so that linear- 

response detectors are significantly influenced by sin- 
gle photons of the signal. In this way balanced homo- 

dyne detection takes advantage of the high efficiency 

of linear-response detectors and at the same time can 

determine photon statistics with single-photon resolu- 
tion. Mode-matching problems between the LO and 

the signal are then the main source of detection inef- 
ficiencies [ 151. 

Homodyne detection is not only a perfect tool for 

measuring the photon statistics, it can be applied for 

reconstructing the complete density matrix (quantum 

state) of a spatial-temporal light mode [ 15-181. The 
density matrix contains the maximal possible infor- 

mation allowed by the very principles of quantum me- 

chanics. For this one must keep track of the LO phases 

instead of discarding phase information by averaging. 

This can be done in various ways. One possibility is 
to fix a certain phase angle and to perform a series 

of homodyne measurements at this particular phase to 
build up a quadrature histogram. Then the LO phase 

should be varied in order to repeat the procedure at 

a new phase and so on 1161. Another possibility is 

to monitor the phase while it drifts or to sweep it in 
a known way [ 191. In any case, the homodyne mea- 
surements must be repeated many times on identically 
prepared light fields to gain sufficient statistical infor- 
mation about quadrature values at as many phases as 

possible. The photon statistics, however, contains no 
phase information at all. Hence experimentalists may 
use a LO with no phase correlation with respect to the 
signal [ 121. They must only ensure that the phase ran- 
domization is uniform, produced, for instance by the 

drift of the LO phase. In many cases this simplifies sig- 
nificantly the experimental effort. Furthermore, phase 
randomization eliminates spurious effects in the pho- 

ton statistics caused by a finite number of LO phases 

[201. 
How is the density matrix reconstructed from his- 

tograms of homodyne data? One possibility is phase- 
space tomography [ 15-181, where the histograms are 

processed by the filtered back-projection algorithm 

[ 211 to reconstruct the quantum Wigner function 
[22,23] of the light field. Then the reconstructed 

Wigner distribution should be integrated with respect 
to certain functions for obtaining finally the density 

matrix. There is, however, a more direct way pio- 

neered by D’Ariano, Macchiavello and Paris [ 241 for 

the density matrix in Fock basis and by Kuhn, Welsch 

and Vogel [25] for the quadrature basis, where the 
detour via the Wigner function is avoided. The den- 

sity matrix plln, in Fock basis [24] can be directly 

sampled from the quadrature-amplitude histograms 

pr(x, 0) for LO phases 8, using 

P nil, = 
.i.I 

pr(x,0) F,,,,(x,e) dxdo (1) 

0 -CC 

with a set of certain sampling functions F,,,, (x, 0). The 

photon-number distribution, i.e. the diagonal elements 

of Print, is obtained from phase-averaged quadrature 

histograms pr(x) in the same way [ 121 

to3 

P nn = 
s 

m(x) M,(x) dx 

--co 

with 

2T 

pr(x) = (2~)~’ 
s 

pr(x, 0) de 

0 

(2) 

(3) 

and a set of certain functions M,(x) . 
The direct sampling method circumvents some 

technical drawbacks of the Wigner-function recon- 
struction, in particular it avoids the need of filtering 
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( smoothing ) of the histogr tms pr( x, 0). (The inverse 
Radon transformation used to reconstruct the Wigner 

function requires a proper rl:gularization of a diverging 

gcncralized function. In tlie filtered back-projection 

algorithm [ 2 I ] this is accomplished by smoothing.) 

Another appealing feature of this scheme is that the 
reconstruction can be perfcrmed in real time. Eq. (1) 

means that the density ma rix is a statistical average 

of the functions F,,,, (s, 8) 

(4) 

with respect to quadrature amplitudes x and LO phases 
8. Therefore every measurement result contributes in- 

dividually to the density rnatrix, which is gradually 

building up during the data I:ollection. There is no need 

for determining and storing; the distributions pr(x, 6) 

in the computer for later prccessing. Note that time and 

memory are critical issues ‘or the state reconstruction 
of multimode fields [ 26,271. Furthermore, any large 

number of phase values cal be used, limited only by 

the total number of samples taken. 
One serious problem ‘with the direct sampling 

method was that the previously given forms for the 
functions F,,,,, (x, 0) were very difficult to compute. 
The first known expression [24] is very complicated 

and numerically delicate. Later D’Ariano, Leonhardt 

and Paul [ 20,28,29] simplified significantly this for- 

mula. They found that the functions F,,,( X, 19) have a 

simple phase dependence 

E1,l,(x., 0) = fitllt(x) exp ]i(n - m) 01 (5) 

while the amplitude-dependent parts fnn, ( X) were still 

numerically unstable for large quantum numbers. They 
called the f,,,,l (x) pattern functions since the func- 
tions pick out the pattern in the quadrature histograms 
which just match the corresponding density-matrix el- 
ements. Kiss et al. [30] fcund an alternative method 

of sampling the density matrix which has, however, 

similar problems. Also the Ibrmula (2) due to Munroe 
et al. [ 121 for the phase-randomized functions M,(X) 
which is mathematically equivalent to [ 201 

M,,(x) = rfn,r(x) (6) 

shares the numerical difficulties of the other results 
[ 20.24,28-301. The nicest :xpression for the diagonal 
pattern functions was recently discovered by Richter 

[ 3 11. It turns out that they are just the first derivatives 
of products of regular wave functions @,, (x) and ir- 

regular wave functions q,,(x), i.e. of normalizable and 

unnormalizable solutions of the Schrodinger equation 
for the radiation oscillator. 

Moreover, the previous mathematical expressions 
[ 12,20,24,28-301 for the pattern functions reveal lit- 

tle information about their properties. Are the pattern 

functions bounded and what are the bounds? How fast 
are they oscillating? All this would be useful to know 

for avoiding experimental undersampling or for es- 

timating statistical errors. The properties of the pat- 
tern functions could reveal both the advantages and 

the practical limitations of homodyne detection for 

quantum-state reconstruction. 

In this paper we show that all pattern functions can 

be easily expressed in terms of regular and irregular 
wave functions. This result is derived in Section 2 us- 

ing Appendix A (where we set up the annihilation- 

and-creation formalism for irregular wave functions). 
To reveal the properties of the pattern functions and 

to estimate the experimental resolution we develop in 
Section 3 a semiclassical theory. (It is based on the 
WKB approximation for irregular wave functions de- 

rived in Appendix B.) A way to estimate the statistical 
errors of a reconstructed density matrix ’ and a crite- 

rion for assessing the feasibility of homodyne detec- 

tion for state determination is developed in Section 4. 
Our final numerical procedure is sketched in Section 

5. It is simple, stable and fast enough to work in real 

time. The method makes possible the numerical calcu- 

lation of pattern functions for large quantum numbers 

that were not calculable using previous forms. 

2. Pattern functions via Hilbert transformation 

Let us begin with a minireview on the basic theory 

of the sampling method [ 12,20,24,28-301. Any den- 

sity matrix element P,,~, can be expressed as the over- 
lap integral of the Wigner function W for the state and 
of the Wigner function W,,,,, for the projector 1 m ) ( II 1 

’ Note that our method for estimating the statistical errors in the 

reconstructed density matrix differs from that developed in Ref. 

[24], which was based on numerical simulation. 
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+cx co3 

P ,111, = 271. 
.I/ 

W(X,P> W,,(.GP) dxdp. (7) 

--7o --rg 

(Throughout this paper we set tl = 1 for simplicity.) 

Formula (7) is a special case of the Wigner repre- 
sentation for quantum-mechanical expectation values 

[ 23 1. Given a reconstructed Wigner function, we can 

integrate with respect to the projector functions W,,,, 
for obtaining the density-matrix elements pltrl,. On the 

other hand, to derive the basic relations of the direct 

sampling method we introduce the characteristic func- 

tions t%’ and w,,,,,, i.e. the Fourier-transformed Wigner 

functions W and W,,,, and obtain the same type of 

overlap integral for the density-matrix elements 

-cc --3i, 

(8) 

The characteristic function w in polar coordinates is 
nothing else than the Fourier-transformed quadrature 

distribution 

+CW 

W([cosl?,Jsin0) = 
I’ 

pr( x, 0) exp( -i lx) dx . 
-lx 

(9) 

This is the key formula of phase-space tomography, 
see for instance Ref. [ 181, Eq. ( 129). The very same 

relation is also valid for the characteristic function of 

the prqjector 1 wz ) ( II 1 where the quantity 

pr,l,li ( x. 0 1 

= (.ulexp(-im0) Im)(nlexp(in8) Ix) 

= ICI,,(x) &,(x) exp[i (n - m) 01 (10) 

plays the role of the quadrature distribution pr( x, 6). 
The $,, are the real energy eigenfunctions of the har- 
monic oscillator, i.e. the normalizable solutions of the 

Schrodinger equation 

[ 
-;$+;I (cII,(ZX)= (n+;) fin(x). (11) 

i 

Inserting everything in the overlap formula (8) ex- 
pressed in polar coordinates proves the basic relations 

(4) and (5) of the sampling method. Moreover. we 
obtain the formula 

(12) 

for the pattern functions filll,(x) due to Leonhardt et 
al. [ 201 where P denotes the Cauchy principal value. 

In order to derive convenient explicit expressions 

for the pattern functions we use complex analysis and 

in particular we utilize the theory of Hilbert transfor- 
mation [ 32,331. Although this method is indirect it is 
probably the technically easiest and most elegant way 

of deriving our results. First we note that the pattern 

functions f,!,,,(x) can be expressed as derivatives 

fnnr(x) = & grrn1(x) (1.3) 

of functions g,,,(x) which are given by the formula 

(14) 

-03 

This integral transformation is a Hilbert transfor- 
mation [ 32,331. In optics, Hilbert transformations 

are most famous as the mathematical basis for the 

Kramers-Kronig relations [34] and in the theory of 
analytic signals [ 351. What are they about? Let 

h(z) =u(:) +irl(:) (15) 

be an analytic function in the upper half-plane y > 0. 

Throughout this paper we denote complex variables as 

z =x+iy. (16) 

The functions u(x) and u(x) should be real for real 

x. In other words, U(X) is the real and L’(X) is the 

imaginary part of h(z) on the real axis ; = x. If 

furthermore 

h(z) --+ Oat least likez-’ (17) 

when It I tends to 0;) in the upper half-plane, then 
there are integral relations between the real and the 

imaginary part of h ( z ) on the real axis 

tO.3 

P 
u(x) = - ; .I 40 

- d5 
x - .$ 

(18) 
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(19) 

which arc called Hilbert o-6 &vmations. So the most 

clcgant way of calculating 2 I integral like ( 19) would 

bc -just to find an analytic fl nction h(z) with the real 
part I/(X) for real ; = x ant which decays at least like 

- -’ in the upper half-plan< Given this function, we . 
could take its imaginary pC rt on the real axis which 

is then guaranteed to be tt : solution of the integral 

( 19). This is precisely wha we are going to do in this 

section in order to evaluate Eq. (14). 
Inspired by Richter’s [3 ] result for the diagonal 

pattern functions (n = m we make the following 

ansatz for the general case r > II 

II,,,,, ( : 1 = +h, ( z ) [h (z ) t i ne (z )] . (20) 

Here (P,,, ( z ) denotes an irre, ular wave function, i.e. an 

unnormalizable solution of the SchrGdinger equation 

( 1 1) continued to the corn] lex plane 

[ 
-;g+; 

- ., 1 
pm(z)= ‘rnfi ) p,,(z). (21) 

\ 
We choose CJJ,~, ( z ) to be re tl on the real axis z = X. 

Since the differential equati )n (21) is analytic the so- 

lution (P,!, ( z ) and hence th function h,,,(z) is ana- 

lytic everywhere apart from z = co. It only remains to 

be proven that c,D,,, ( z ) can b# chosen in such a way that 

h,,,,, ( ; ) + 0 at least like z _ ’ (22) 

when /Z 1 tends to 03 in the upper half-plane. This is 
accomplished in Appendix 4 where we also develop 

the annihilation-and-creatic 1 formalism for the irreg- 

ular wave functions. 
The irregular wave funct on po( z ) for the vacuum 

is given by the expression 

qO( z ) = r-‘I’ exp 
( , 

-G‘ erfi(z) (23) 

[see Eqs. (76) and (86) ] vhere erfi( Z) denotes the 

imaginary error function 

erfi(r) = 2~~‘~~ I exp(i ) dt. (24) 

0 

The function qpo(x) is of course not normalizable 
on the real axis. However this does not prevent us 

from defining the excited irregular wave functions very 
much indeed like the regular excited states of the har- 
monic oscillator 

P,,(Z) = 

ztw 
--o(z). 
Jm! 

(25) 

As usual &t denotes the creation operator continued 

to the complex plane 

(26) 

Because of their definition (23)-(26) the functions 
c,D,,,( z_ ) consist ofpolynomials and exp( -z*/2)erfi( z ) 
terms. We show in Appendix A that irregular wave 

functions share most of the algebraic relationships 

of the familiar harmonic-oscillator eigenstates. In 
particular, we derive there a derivative formula (78) 
and a recurrence relation (79) which do their duty in 

our final numerical procedure. In contrast to regular 

eigenstates, the irregular wave functions are not nor- 

malizable, yet they are perfectly designed so that 1z,,!, 

decays at least like z -’ form > n, see again Appendix 
A. As already stated, this is a sufficient condition that 

the Hilbert transformation of the real part of A,,,,, ( ,: ) 
gives the imaginary part of h,,,, (z ) on Fhe real axis 

z = X. The real part is the product of the two wave 
functions I+$? ( X) and $,,,(x) while the imaginary part 

is g,,,,(x), the very goal of this mathematical exercise. 
So by merely examining the asymptotic behavior of 

the regular and the irregular wave functions we are 

able to calculate the desired integral ( 14) and obtain 

gnnt(x) = &(x)P~~(x) form > n. (27) 

For m < 11 we can use 

&n,(X) = g,,,,(x) . (28) 

Fig. 1 illustrates our general mathematical procedure. 

3. Semiclassical approximation and resolution 
limit 

In the previous section we proved that a pattern 

function can be expressed as the derivative ( 13) of 
the product (27) of a regular and an irregular wave 
function. How do the irregular solutions look? How 
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(4 

-0 

(b) 

do the pattern functions behave? So far we have dis- 

cussed only their basic algebra and their asymptotic 

properties for large arguments. To answer these ques- 
tions we develop a semiclassical theory for the irreg- 
ular wave functions. (Details are elaborated in Ap- 

pendix B.) This approximation will also become an 

essential ingredient of our final numerical procedure. 
According to the general quasi-classical theory in 

one-dimensional quantum mechanics [ 361 we must 
distinguish three zones for the semiclassical wave 

functions: the classically allowed region, the Bohr- 

Sommerfeld band [ 371 and the classically forbidden 
zone. For harmonic oscillators the Bohr-Sommerfeld 
radius n,, is given in terms of the quantum number n as 

N,, = v5-C. 

In the classically allowed region 

(29) 

Fig. I. Illustration of our method of deriving the general result 

(27) via Hilbert transformation, We consider the special case 

n = m = 0 (vacuum). Plot of the real part (a) and the imaginary 

part (b) of the function ho)(z) = exp(-:I) I I +erti(r.) I/& 

in the upper half plane with 2 = x + iy. On the real axis the 

real part of h[Kr(r) gives the squared vacuum wave function 

@i(r) = exp(-.?)/fi. The contribution of exp(-z’)/& to 

h,x)(z,) grows exponentially for y > 111 but it is compensated by 

the second term exp( --L’ ) erti( z ) /fi so that /rtl)(; ) decays like 

e -’ in the upper half-plane. This is clearly seen from (a) and 

(b) Since Ir(x,( ; ) is analytic and decays like ; -’ on the upper 

half-plane the imaginary part g{:(y)(r) = exp( -A”) erfi(.r)/& on 

the real axis is the Hilbert transformation of the squared wave 

function R(x). The derivative of RtK)( X) generates the pattern 

function ,fiK)(.r) = 21 1 -r”* .r exp( -,Y?) erfi( x) I /fi plotted in 

(c) (solid line) versus the squared wave function I,# (I) (dashed 

line). 

1x1 < (7, (30) 

both the regular and the irregular wave functions be- 
have like standing quantum waves 

and 

(31) 

(32) 

which are out of phase with respect to each other. Here 

pn denotes the classical momentum and the quantity 
S, is called the time-independent part of the classical 
action. Both quantities are easily expressed in terms 
of the semiclassical time t which parametrizes the po- 
sition x according to 
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Fig. 2. Semiclassical wave functions for harmonic potential (dot- 
ted line). Classically. a particle with given energy o,, would 
he confined in the region --a& 5 x 5 i-6. Quan- 
turn-mechanically, it is represented by a standing wave (dashed 
line) in the classically allowed region. This wave decays expo- 
nentially in the classically forbidden zone. An unnormalizable so- 
lution of the Schrijdinger equation, i.e. an irregular wave function 
(line). grows exponentially in the forbidden zone. In the classi- 
cally allowed region it behaves like a standing wave as well which 
is. however. out of phase compared to the regular wave function. 

x = a,,cost. (33) 

Using this parametrization we find for the momentum 

p,, the formula 

p,, = a,, sin t (34) 

and for the time-independent part of the action 

(3% 

= $ [sin(2t) - 2t] , (36) 

see Appendix B. Outside the classically allowed re- 
gion the regular wave functions are exponentially de- 
caying while the irregular ones are growing accord- 
ingly. Fig. 2 illustrates the general behavior of both 

fundamental solutions of th: stationary Schradinger 
equation for the harmonic oscillator. 

We see from our results that the pattern functions 

,~,~,~~~~) are oscillating in the classically allowed re- 
gion. In fact, we obtain from our basic expressions 
C 13) and (27) by inserting the semiclassical solutions 
(31) and (32)) utilizing the relation (35) and ne- 
glecting changes in the slowly varying semiclassical 
momenta the formula 

_ftl”l(X) - ; (P,P”, 1 -IL2 

x [P~,COS(S,f$) cos(s~,+~) 

-p,,sin(S,,+$) sin(S”+:)j . (37) 

These oscillations are most rapid for the diagonal pat- 
tern functions where n equals m. Here we obtain the 

rem~kably simple result 

sin [2$(x)] . (38) 

This expression shows that the diagonal pattern func- 
tions oscillate between -2197 and 2/7r in the classi- 
cally allowed region. 

Oscillations like these must be resolved in the 

quadrature histograms pr( x, 0) in order to reconstruct 
the density matrix up to a cut-off for the maximal 

quantum number k. To estimate the needed resolution 

we linearize the action Sk at x = 0 where the most 
rapid oscilIations occur 

(39) 

We obtain for the period Xk of one oscillation cycle, 

(0) = 2%-, (401 

described by 

2&(X&) - 2& 

the value 

xk = & (41) 

This means that the needed resolution Sx should be 
better than X&/2 in order to reconstruct the density 

matrix up to a maximal quantum number k. Note 

that this result is also valid for the tomographic state- 
reconstruction scheme [ 15-181 since our method is 

mathematically equivalent to it. Fig. 3 shows some 
typical pattern functions while Fig. 4 illustrates the 

effect of undersampling (of a too large bin width). 

4. Estimation of statistical errors 

Optical homodyne sampling is a quantitatively re- 
liable experimental technique only if there is a way to 

estimate the statistical errors of the determined quan- 
tum state or of the photon statistics. How much confi- 
dence in the density matrix do we have, given a finite 
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Fig. 3. Hors of some typical pattern functions fnnr( I) (lines) along with the products of regular wave functions cli,,(sI&,(.~i (dashed 
lines). in (3) the diagonal pattern function with II = m = 4 is depicted. Oscillations between --2/q and +2/r are clearly visible in the 

classicolly allowed region. Then the function swings over and decays like x-‘, In (b) the off-diagonal pattern function with B = 1, tn = 4 

is depicted. It is less oscillating than the diagonal pattern function and it decays faster in the forbidden zone. In (c) and Cd) highly 

oscillating pattern functions are shown for (c) n = it = 25 and (d) II = 20, tn = SO. 

set of experimental data? Again, the sampling method 
provides the answer ’ . We use simply the standard 
recipe [ 381 for estimating the propagation of exper- 
imental errors. For this we point out that homodyne 

detection is a Poisson counting process for statistically 

independent x values at the phases 19. Both x and i3 
arc divided into discrete, narrow bins considered here 

’ Note that our method for estilnatin~ the statistical errors in the 

reconstructed density matrix differs from that developed in Ref. 

\ 2-l /, which was based on numerical simulation. 

as differentials dx and d@ for simplicity. An exper- 
imentally measured histogram pr( x, 0) at phase 0 is 
itself a statistically fluctuating quantity. The measured 
histogram approaches the ideal quantum-mechanical 

expectation value prid(X, 8) for large numbers of sam- 
ples. More precisely, pr( x, 0) fluctuates statistically 

around prid(X, 6) with a variance ~2.~ equal to the 

mean divided by the number of samples T- ’ N( @ 1 
per phase interval d6 

(421 
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Fig. 4. Effect of undersampling he quadrature distribution (above) seen in the reconstructed photon statistics (below). We consider a 
Fock state / k) with k = 4 and > e = XJ. Since in (a) the bin width 6.x equals X4 the photon statistics is clearly undersampled. The bin 
width 8.r = X*/Z? in (b) lies on he borderline between undersampling and adequate sampling which is seen by the peak at n = 4 in the 
reconstructed photon-num~r dis ribution. In (c) the bin width 6.x equats X4/4 and so the photon statistics for the Fock state j k = 4) is 
almost perfectly reproduced. 

see Ref. [38], Eqs. (5)-t 1’7). The total number of 

samples, i.e. the number t ,f single measurements is 

given by 

71 

N= I’ N(B) de. (43) 

h 

We obtain from the basic e: pressions ( 1) and (5) the 
variance c$,,, for the real ,art of the density-matrix 

element ~~~~~~ 

according to Ref. [38], Eq ;. (4)-(9). In order to es- 
timate c+,,, directly from he measured data we ap- 
proximate the quantum-me zhanical expectation value 

pQd( X, 8) by the measured histogram pr( x, 6) and ob- 

tain 

d”, = ( & fn2J-d cm2 [(n -m> 01 
> 

I (45) 
.r.N 

where the bracket means again an average over the 

experimental data. If all histograms pr(x, 0) at the 

phases t!? contain the same number N of samples per 
phase interval then the variance c$, is given by 

g&t = ; ( f:&) cos* f(n -m) @I j,& (46) 
. 

In the same way we find the variance $,, for the imag- 

inary part of the density-matrix element P,!,,~ 

&I, = (47) 
X.0 

=z (j$,(~) sin*t (n- m)B1)xH. (48) 



for equal number of samples per phase interval dt9. of measurements scales with p,’ only ’ if the signal 
We see from the expressions (45) and (47) that the is weak enough so that photon counting can be ap- 
statistical confidence can be estimated at the same time plied. Fortunately, photon counting can be used when 
while sampling the density matrix. This means that the limits of homodyne detection are reached and vice 
expcrimentalists can easily estimate how much data is versa. The two methods are experimentally comple- 
sufficient while taking the data, i.e. they can decide mentary. Fig. 5 illustrates our analytic estimation of 
when to stop the experiment. statistical errors by computer simulations. 

In addition, one can also assess whether homodyne 

detection is feasible at all for photon-statistics or state 
reconstruction, hefore trying the experiment. If the 

number of measurements exceeds the resources of the 

laboratory then there is no point in doing homodyne 
dctcction. The required number of samples depends of 

course on the state. However, we can use the semiclas- 

sical approximation for the pattern functions to find a 
simple cstimatc where very little prior information is 

needed. We showed in Eq. (38) that the main-diagonal 
pattern functions oscillate between -2/7r and +2/7r. 

Consequently, the variance u,,,, of the photon-number 

distribution pnr, is bounded by 

5. Numerical procedure 

In Section 2 we derived a simple mathematical ex- 

pression for the pattern function which involves reg- 
ular and irregular wave functions $,, and P,,~. In Ap- 

pendix A we set up the key algebra for computing 
these functions numerically. We take the derivative 

formulae (69) and (78) and obtain according to Eqs. 
(13) and (27) the final result 

- \/an + 1) ICln+l (X)%,(X) 

- J~O$,(,K)~~,~,+I (x) 

for m > II. Otherwise we can use 

(52) (49) 

using formula (46) and the normalization of the 

quadrature histograms. For a feasible experiment the 
statistical error must not exceed the measured quantity 

~fll1 < p/r/r 9 (50) 

where u,,,! is the standard deviation, i.e. the square 

root of &. This implies that the required minimum 

number of samples N,,,in scales with the inverse of the 

photon-number probability squared 

N,,,in N 4 x p,;,” (51) 

So without knowing a priori the state, yet anticipat- 

ing the order of magnitude of p,,,,, we can estimate 

the required number of measurements. This simple es- 
timation shows how difficult it is to reconstruct the 
photon statistics or, more generally, the density ma- 

trix for very weak signals when using homodyne de- 
tection. Since for a weak field the signal is covered 

by the shot noise of the LO the extraction of P,,,,, re- 
quires a significant number of samples. For example, 
for a thermal state with mean photon number 0.0 1 the 

measurement of p?.s( M 10m6) would require about 

N ,111 II N 4 x lOI samples, a very large figure. On the 
other hand, in standard photon counting the number 

f,UU (x ) = fm ( .r ) . (53) 

We see from the final formula (52) that the pattern 
functions fillI, (x) of the whole density matrix depend 

on just two vectors (cII1 (x) and ~,,l(x). This simplifies 

significantly the numerical effort needed. Moreover, 
the vectors I/J,, and P,~, are easily computed utilizing 

the recurrence relations (70) and (79). For the regular 
wave functions $fl we recommend to use the relation 

(70) 

with the start values 

$0 = r-‘I” exp( -x2/2) , 

*I =lr +V%Kexp(-x2/2). 

(55) 

(56) 

? The reason is that photon counting is directly a Poisson counting 

process. Here the variance equals the mean p,,,, divided by the 

number of samples. see Ref. [ 38 I, Eqs. (S)-( 17). Consequently, 
the standard deviation, i.e. the square root of the variance reaches 

the mean when the number of samples equals p,;‘. 
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Fig. 5. Estimation of statistical errors in the photon-number dis- 
tribution (obtained from phase-averaged quadratures) for a Fock 
state 1 k) with k = 4. The quadra~~ dist~bution (above) was 
generated by a Poisson process with N = 100 samples in (a) and 
N = 1000 samples in (b), and the photon statistics was recon- 
structed (below). The error bars rnnn obtained by our method, Eq. 
(45), describe well the actual statistical errors. (Since the error 
bars are standard deviations, i.e. square roots of the variances, 
they cover about 60% of the statistical fluctuations.) 
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It is, however, not advisable to take this kind of for- 

ward recursion for the irregular wave functions q,,, as 

well. since it depends too critically on the accuracy of 
the initial values (which involve the imaginary error 

function). Instead, we may turn the tables and use a 
backward recursion starting from the semiclassical so- 
lution for high quantum numbers. We find that this de- 

fines a sequence of functions that stably converges to 
the exact irregular wave functions. For a density ma- 

trix with maximal quantum number k we must cover 

at least the oscillating part in the range of quadrature 

values x’ by the classically allowed region for the ini- 
tial irregular wave function which is then semiclas- 

sically approximated. The quantum number 4k is a 

safe choice for this. The classically allowed region for 

4k excluding the Bohr-Sommerfeld band is given by 

roughlv 

I.\-/ < l/J,! ~ (2Q-“-i (57) 

with the Bohr-Sommerfeld radius a,, defined in (29). 
This is motivated by the scaling (100,108) of the ir- 

regular wave functions in the Bohr-Sommerfeld band. 

For the region (57) we recommend to use the back- 

ward recursion 

q,,, = ,/;;A 
[ 
~Vn,+i - Jmf2%+* 1 (58) 

with initial values for m = 4k, 4k - 1 given by the 
semiclassical approximation (32) 

2 
x sin Ir 

[ ( 4 
sin( 2t,,,) - 2t,,, + $ 

) 1 (59) 

The parameter t,,, equals 

t,,, = arccos( x/a,,,) . (60) 

Outside the safe region (57) we recommend to use 
the asymptotic expression (8 1,86) for (p,,,. It is easily 
implemented by the forward recursion 

PO,,, = (1?1/2)“?’ C&J ,,,- 1 (61) 

with the start value 

cp0 = K”iJx-’ exp( x2/2) . (62) 

We tested the accuracy of our numerical method by 
computing the integral rst,” I$k(x)(* f,,,,(x) dx 

which should equal Skn according to Eqs. i 2 i and 
(6). We found that the accuracy is always about 1 W“ 
or better. 

6. Summary 

Using this procedure for computing the pattern 

functions fillll(x) the density matrix pllll, in Fock ba- 
sis can be sampled from homodyne measurements as 
a statistical average (4,5) 

P nnr = ( filnl(x) exp Ii (n - m) 01 > 
(63) 

.\ ,H 

with respect to quadrature amplitudes x and LO phases 

8. In this way the quantum state can be sampled in reul 
tinze during data collection, as was first pointed out by 
D’Ariano, Macchiavello and Paris [ 241. Only the rel- 

evant current information, i.e. the matrix pnrll is stored, 

which saves time and computer memory. To sample 

the photon statistics pnn only and not the complete 

density matrix we advocate the use of balanced homo- 

dyne detection with phase-randomized LO [ 121. In 
many cases this is experimentally simpler and, more- 

over, it avoids spurious effects due to a finite number 

of LO phases [ 201. We also estimated the homodyne 
bin width required to reconstruct the density matrix 

up to a certain cut-off. In addition, we showed that the 
statistical errors can be sampled in real time while tak- 

ing data, too. We derived a simple criterion to assess 

whether homodyne detection is experimentally feasi- 

ble for state reconstruction or photon-number mea- 

surement. Finally we note that the Wigner function 
can be of course computed from a directly sampled 

density matrix pnnl. This requires, however. filtering 

to avoid rapid numerical oscillations. We advocate to 

use the method [ 391 due to Herzog, Paul and Richter 

for this purpose. 
Given a reconstructed photon distribution or den- 

sity matrix, the effect of detection losses [40] can 

be partially corrected by performing a generalized in- 

verse Bernoulli transformation [41,42]. This method, 
however, like other deconvolution techniques as well, 

requires high signal-to-noise ratio in the histograms 
pr( x, 0) or, in other words, small statistical sampling 
errors. As an additional difficulty, the overall detec- 

tion efficiency must be known very precisely to avoid 
overshooting which could artificially produce nega- 



1ij.c photon prohuhilitics, I )r instance. We note that 
111~ conlpcnsation ol‘ losse: could be also performed 

on Iinc during the samplin ; process using enhanced 
p;lttcrn t‘unctions [ 20,291. Since any kind of decon- 

solution is numerically del cate we would, however, 

r~commcnd to scparatc the ampling process from the 
loss-cttrnpcnsation. (It is al vays a good idea to obtain 

;I clear picture first hcfore i oing to retouch it.) 

Finally, we emphasize hat the use of balanced 

~~o~l~t)dy~~e dctcction allot s highly efficient mea- 

surements of the photon st itistics and of the density 

matrix to be carried out. Hi ;h resolution in space and 

time can be achieved by t riloring the shape of the 

loc~ll-[~scilIator beam. Qua Iturn-state reconstruction 

based on homodyne measu .ements should find wide 

applications in experimenta quantum optics. 
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Appendix A 

In this Appendix we COI struct the irregular wave 

functions (P,!, ( z ) and show hat they have the asymp- 

totic properties we need. Fo this we set up an algebra 
which is similar to the conv :ntional annihilation-and- 
creation formalism for re ;ular harmonic-oscillator 
wave functions. 

Let us first briefly recall the algebra for normaliz- 
able wave functions contint ed to the complex plane. 
As usual 

denotes the annihilation and the creation operator, re- 
spectively. The regular ground state is defined by re- 
quiring that it cannot be further annihilated 

a*0 =o. (65) 

As is well known, the solution of (65), i.e. the regular 

vacuum state, is 

(66) 

(normalized to yield l-‘,” I$0 (x) I* dx = I ) . A ladder 
of excited states is created from the vacuum state by 

defining 

(67) 

All regular states are solutions of the Schr~dinger 

equation 

a%& = n+,, (68) 

(which is equivalent to Eq. ( 11) continued to the com- 

plex plane). Other consequences of the basic algebra 
(64) -( 67) are the derivative formula 

and the recurrence relation 

(701 

We also obtain the asymptotic behavior of +,, (2) for 
large /z / as a direct consequence of the definition (67) 

to be 

We see from this equation that a regular wave function 
increases exponentially for y > 1x1. This growth must 

be compensated by the unnormalizable wave function 

pDn,(z) in Eq. (20) in order to generate an analytic 
function h,,,( z ) which decays for large 1~ / in the up- 
per half-plane. 

Let us now set up the annihilation-and-creation 
formalism for the irregular wave functions P,~,_ We 
first define an irregular vacuum as a solution of the 
Schriidinger equation 

B%piJ =o. (72) 
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One possibility of solving this equation is requir- 
ing that Gcpo equals zero which leads to the regular 
harmonic-oscillator wave functions. Another possi- 
bility is that the function 

P-l = fiPp0 

obeys 

c^l+q-_, = 0. 

The solution of this differential equation is 

(73) 

(74) 

(75) 

Clearly, p_ I( ,: ) is an exponentially growing function 

for real ,7. Consequently, the inhomogeneous solution 
of Eq. C 73 ), i.e. the irregular vacuum, is exponentially 
growing as well. It is given by the expression 

cPo(Z) =‘fieXp(-c) erfi(z) (76) 

where crfi (=. ) denotes the imaginary error function, Now we have everything on hand to prove that 

see Eq. (24). We define irregular excited states in h,,,( z ) tends to zero at least like Z-’ for large /Z I in 

complete analogy to the regular ones, see Eq. (25). the upper half-plane. First, for 0 5 y < 1x1 the regular 

Although the irregular wave functions are solutions of wave functions I,$, ( z ) and t,G,,, ( z ) become exponen- 

the Schrodinger equation tially small while 

2rTil (Pnr = 111 PO,,, (77) 

they are discarded as physical states since they are not 
normalizable. It is an easy exercise to show that they 

obey the same derivative formula 

&Qer p= 
(1, 

: % - J2ocp,,+l (78) 

and the same recurrence relation for m > 0 

(84) 

Second, for Y > 1x1 the h,,, function approaches 

hnn,(Z) N&!(Z) (1 -M/42-‘9 $,(z, 

JII1+l(Plril, = Jz Z %I - J;;;%r-I 

as the regular wave functions. 

(79) 

+ icY’i4 (5 2”““) “2 ZJl-rgr-t . (85) 

Let us finally examine what the asymptotic behavior 
of the irregular solutions (D,,, ( z ) is when 1 z 1 tends to co 

in the upper half-plane. On the real axis the irregular 

vacuum approaches ’ 

The exponentially growing parts are proportional to 
&,. They cancel each other precisely if 

c = 7T-3/4 211’ . (861 

In this case the h,,, function tends always to 

cp0l.Y) - &exp 5 
( 1 

(80) 

’ To verify this formula we may express erfi(x) = -ierf(ix) 
in terms of the confluent hypergeometric function and use its 

asymptotic properties, see for instance Ref. [ 43 I. 

As a consequence of this and of their very definition 
(25) the irregular excited states tend to 

m! 
l/2 

%(X) NC - ( ) X2 
p+ I 

x -r’f-1 exp 2 ( > (81) 

For _v > 0 the irregular vacuum approaches ’ 

PO(Z) 

-icfi[exp(-$) +&exp(g)] 

= ic&/42-‘/21clg(z) + - 
72 

iZ exp t (82) 
( ) 

Consequently, the irregular excited states tend to 

P”,(Z) N ic&/42-‘/2*,,(i) 

m! ( 1 
112 2 

+qzi z -n-l exp ” ( 1 2 
(83) 

for large 1.~ / and y > 0. 

h,,(z) - i77 (87) 

for large 1~1 in the upper half-plane. In other words, 
h,, decays at least like Z-’ for m 2 II. This is exactly 
what we wanted to prove. 
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Appendix B 

In this appendix we dev lop a semiclassical theory 

l’or the irregular wave funcl ons. We will be guided by 

the gcncral quasi-classical heory in one-dimensional 

quantum mechanics [ 361 . 
The semiclassical sol& n of the Schriidinger equa- 

lion 

with the potential c/(x) is ( iven by the WKB formula 

1361 

+,, = cl,’ ’ p,y exp( i S,,) - ci2’ p,;“‘exp( -i S,) . 

(89) 

Here 

/‘,1(_‘) = J2W,# - 2U(X) (90) 

denotes the classical mom :ntum associated with the 

total energy CO,,. It vanishes at turning points a,, of the 
classical motion 

p,,(a) = 0. (91) 

The region beyond these 1: )ints is classically forbid- 
den since there the momenl lrn p,,(x) becomes purely 
imaginary. The quantity 

S,, ( .Y ) = 
.I’ 

p,! (x’ ) dx’ (92) 

(11, 

is often called the time-inc ependent part of the clas- 

sical action [ 361. In the cl lssically forbidden zone it 
is purely imaginary as we I. This means that in this 
region one part of the semi ,lassical solution (89) be- 
comes exponentially small while the other grows ex- 

ponentially large. We will a, sociate the decreasing part 

with a regular wave functio $,, and the increasing part 
with an irregular solution 4 ,,. The energy w, is given 
by the famous Bohr-Somn- :rfeld quantization rule 

(93) 

The semiclassical solution (89) is valid for large 
cnergles w,, compared wi h unity (since ti = I ), 
i.c. for high quantum nu nbers. We note that the 

approximation (89) is no longer justified near the 
classical turning points a, (in the Bohr-Sommerfeld 

band [37] ) since there pry’/2 diverges. The Bohr- 

Sommerfeld band [37] separates the regions where 
the quasi-classical theory is valid. However, by going 

to the complex plane we can link the semiclassical 
solution (89) in the classically allowed region with 

the solution (89) in the forbidden zone, as it is ex- 

plained in detail in the classic textbook [36]. As 

is well known, an evanescent wave function in the 
classically forbidden zone x > n,, 

& = F IP,~I-“~ cxp (-l&l) (94) 

is associated with a standing wave in the allowed re- 

gion 

*n = Cl1 p,; ’ I2 cos(S,, + 7T/4) . (95) 

Using the same arguments as in Ref. [36] we obtain 
that an exponentially growing wave function 

qPn = c, lM’/2w (+l&l) (96) 

is similarly linked with a standing wave inside the 

classically allowed region 

(Pn = cil P,y2 sin( S,, + n-/4) . (97) 

This wave is, however, out of phase compared with 
the regular wave function I+$, . In the Bohr-Sommerfeld 

band near the classical turning point a,, we may lin- 

earize the potential u(x) and solve the SchrGdinger 

equation (88) exactly for the quantum motion influ- 

enced by the constant force 

(98) 

The result for the regular wave functions I& is well 
known: 

tin =c, fi12F,I-“6Ai [12F,11/3(x - n,,)] , (99) 

while for the irregular wave function we obtain 

qPn = c, fij2F,I-‘16Bi [I~F,~I’/~(x - a,)] ( IOO) 

Here Ai and Bi denote the Airy functions as defined in 

Ref. [ 431. The solutions (99) and ( 100) are designed 
to match the semiclassical wave functions (94) -( 97) 
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utilizing the asymptotic properties of the Airy func- 
tions 1431. 

So far we extended the usual WKB theory to irreg- 
ular wave functions in general. In this paper we are 

interested in light modes, i.e. in harmonic oscillators 

with the potential 

U(.\-) =X/2 (101) 

in our units. For harmonic oscillators the semiclassical 

energy w,, agrees with the exact result 

w,, = II + $ (102) 

The classical turning point n,, (the Bohr-Sommerfeld 

radius) is given by 

Cl,, = VGZ t 103) 

In the classically allowed region 1x1 < n,, we may 

parametrize .Y and P,, by 

b(x) N $exP 
[ 

2 a2 a2 2s -Z2_+$+$In _ ( )I a,1 

1 

( 1 

-(n+l/2)/2 
= c y/2-“I4 

x I’exp I:;,*+ ;)I 

We use Stirling’s formula and the famous limit ( I + 
k-’ jk + e for large k to obtain 

$,7(x) N $$P ($)“2 .$‘exp (-G) (110) 

which implies 

2 
c,= - $ r 

when compared with Eq. (71). In the same way we 
obtain for the irregular semiclassical solution c,D,, (.u) 

.\- = (I,, cos t, p,, = a,, sin t (104) 

to obtain the action S,, according to Eq. (92) 

S,, = $ [sin(2t) - 2t] . (105) 

In the forbidden zone x > a, we parametrize x and 

PII bY 

..-“-‘exp[~-~(,.~)] 

n! 112 ? 
NC, ~ 

( ) 
2ntlfi * 

-n-I exp +I5 
( > 2 

c 112) 

.Y = CI,! cash t. plr = i a,, sinh t (106) 

and get the purely imaginary action 

S,, = i 5 [ sinh( 2t) - 2t] (107) 

The force F,, in the Bohr-Sommerfeld band x z a, is 

given by 

This means according to Eqs. (81,86) that the pref- 

actors of the semiclassical approximations for qpI1 (x 1 
and for +,(x) are identical, as has been already as- 
sumed implicitly in our notation. 

We note that the regular WKB approximations are 
known as the Plancherel-Rotach formulae for Hermite 

polynomials [ 441 whereas we could not find any sim- 
ilar approximation for the irregular solutions in the 

mathematical literature. 
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